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Of all the opportunities to invest and make money, bond investing is likely one of the most

neglected. Stocks are the get-rich investment, hyped by Wall Street and favored by investors.

Commodities are widely used to hedge risk and to gamble on price changes. Even real estate is

more widely held for its cash flow and other benefits. According to research by fund manager

Vanguard, the average investor holds just 15 percent of their portfolio in bonds. Since older

investors typically hold much more of their investments in fixed-income, it's safe to assume that

many younger investors are neglecting bond investment all together. What you might not realize is

that bonds are critical to reaching your financial goals. No other investment provides the kind of

safety and security you'll get from bonds, and few other investments provide the kind of cash flow

you'll get from these fixed-income opportunities. In fact, manage your bonds right and you might not

need much more to meet your financial goals. You'll get stable returns for decades and won't have

to worry about constant crashes in the stock market. You'll get nearly guaranteed cash flows to pay

for expenses and the retirement you deserve. Putting a portfolio of bonds together that will meet

your goals can be surprisingly easy if you know where to start. Understand bond basics and how to

avoid the mistakes that cost other investors money, and you'll find an investment that's easier to

manage than any other while moving you closer to financial freedom. This book will do exactly that,

help you put together a step-by-step investing strategy in bonds to understand how much of your

portfolio to invest and how to do it.
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I recently began reading the book: Step by Step Bond Investing: A Beginner's Guide to the Best

Investments and Safety in the Bond Market (Step by Step Investing Book 3), by Joseph Hogue, as a

step in taking control of my financial future and securing piece of mind for my retirement.This book

has a lot of relevant information containing the stability of bonds versus the instability of the stock

market, and it is the kind of advice that my father and his father gave me growing up. It was very

interesting to see the information echoed in the words of Mr. Hogue.What I like about this book is

that the information is presented in a way that the average person can come away from it

understanding how different stocks work. You do not have to be an economist in order to get

something out of Mr Hogue's book. In fact this book wasn't written for that audience, but for the

everyday individual.If you are serious about planning for your future, you should really read this

book. It has invaluable information on the fundamentals of bond investing that will help you with the

planning of your future. Five Stars.

Too many investors avoid bond investing because they arenÃ¢Â€Â™t as hyped as stocks or other

investments. The author does a good job of pointing out the advantages of bonds against these

other investments and why you should build a bond investing strategy for your portfolio.The book

flows really well. It may not seem like much but IÃ¢Â€Â™ve read other bond investing books that

jump around and you never really get an understanding of the why, what and how of bonds. After

the why, the author covers the basics of bond prices and types of bonds in which you can invest.

Finally, the book covers how to invest in bonds through funds and individual fixed-income securities

and a strategy to maintain your investments.

Excellent primer on bonds. The book is very easy to understand and the author does a good job in

explaining the important points without getting bogged down on the technical parts of bonds. Very

sound advice for the beginning bond investor.

As an investor, I found this book to be very useful. The world of bonds is not usually a talked about

subject nor is it an exciting one. Maybe because it falls in the realm of fixed assets. Most who enter

the world of paper investing get excited about the returns on stocks. Though, bonds do play an

important role. In this book, Joseph explains why bonds are essential to any portfolio and explores

the different kinds of bonds available. Furthermore, he offers a bond investing strategy which can be

useful for anyone whether new or experienced. Buy it today!



If you don't know much about bonds you can learn some things from this book. But it may not

answer your questions about how to invest in bonds for your situation.

As long as humans age, bonds will continue to be important investment vehicles. And while they

seem to be a no-brainer because they are the safest of all investments, you will learn how to

maximize your return without risking them all. You need this book for that.

I just finished reading this book on bond investing. I really like the step by step description of bond

investing. Anybody with no experience can easily understand how bond investing works. The author

clearly described the difference between stock investing and bond investing. The book also covers

the risk involved in different investing. Highly recommond this book to the people who want bond

investing strategy in their portfolio.

Great book that goes in step by step instructions for investing in bonds. For someone who knows

nothing about bonds and wanting to learn about financials and getting my future more secure

Hogue's books are a great start. He gives basic, simple explanations of terms like bonds and how

they mature and what you can do with them. This book is a brilliant guide if you are looking for a

simple basic guide for investments.
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